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In this work, the author uses an interdisciplinary, cultural-historical 
approach in order to study “the history of the emergence, dissemination, 
and legitimation of scientific knowledge in the context of non-Western 
cultures and systems of thought“. He “seeks to develop better approaches 
for analyzing science in non-Western cultures“ (p. XII). 
His special discipline is mathematics, his non-Western country is China. 
His case study is what he calls “linear algebra in China“. In opposition to 
the Chinese official Xu Guangqi (1562-1633) he comes to the conclusion that 
Chinese mathematics of the time was not in a state of decline and that what 
the West “discovered” in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had 
already been known to the Chinese for more than a thousand years. 
This is certainly an ambitious claim and the book is worth careful study. 
It is meant to be the first “more technical and comprehensive historical 
work on the early history of linear algebra“ (p. 9). Hart makes every effort, 
often successfully, to cater to a wider audience, though his book is unavoi-
dably rather technical to a large extent.  
Thus, he begins with an overview of his book, a summary of the argu-
ment, the findings, historiographic issues and an outline of the chapters. 
Introductory explanations concern Chinese language and mathematics, 
especially the methods using counting rods, and modern mathematical ter-
minology focusing on augmented matrices, Gaussian elimination, and 
determinants. The relation between Chinese mathematical practices and 
Hart’s rewriting in modern terms, and his translations using modern 
mathematical terminology are of crucial importance for an adequate evalu-
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ation of his results. For example, he diligently distinguishes between deter-
minantal method, calculation, solution or determinantal-style (p. 26); the 
Chinese did not use equations so that he uses the notion of condition 
instead of equation; Chinese columns are represented by modern rows of 
matrices; and the old Chinese mathematical treatises did not use symbols 
as x1, x2 or aij for matrix coefficients but instead positional descriptions 
(p. 141), etc. A whole chapter is dedicated to the written records of early 
Chinese mathematics, that is to The Book of Computation (c. 186 BC) and to 
The Nine Chapters on the Mathematical Arts (c. 100 AD), and underlines the 
difference between fangcheng practitioners and texts written by the literati 
who recorded those practices (p. 27). 
The five chapters 4 to 8 are the core of the book. First of all Hart deals 
with “excess and deficit“ problems in both of the mentioned sources. They 
are equivalent to systems of two conditions in two unknowns. Then he 
focuses on the fangcheng procedure as presented in the Nine Chapters. For 
good reasons he leaves the expression untranslated. Fangcheng problems 
are displayed in two dimensions on the counting board. The solution is 
similar to Gaussian elimination by a form of “cross-multiplication“ of the 
entire column by individual entries and back substitution.  
In order to facilitate the understanding Hart rewrites the fangcheng 
procedure in modern mathematical terms so that the differences between 
the two approaches become clear. The fangcheng procedure avoids calcula-
tions with fractions. This is one of Hart’s most important findings. 
The central purpose of his book (p. 180) is to reconstruct the mathe-
matical practices using the counting board. Hart frankly avows that his dia-
grammatic reconstruction is an hypothesis (p. 96), but it is certainly a very 
reasonable and plausible reconstruction. He has still to find any such 
diagram in extant Chinese mathematical treatises (p. 141). The diagrams 
show that it is not difficult to calculate the solution for fangcheng of any size. 
The last two chapters deal with determinantal calculations, especially 
with the so-called “well problem“ (problem 13 from fangcheng, chapter 8 of 
the Nine Chapters). In modern notation it can be described as a system of 
five equations in six unknowns. Again Hart first gives a diagrammatic 
reconstruction of the calculation, then a diagrammatic reconstruction in 
modern terminology. This time “cross-multiplication“ occurs as a multipli-
cation of individual entries. 
In this sense he can demonstrate that the terminus ante quem for the use 
of determinantal calculations to find the n-th unknown for problems in (n-1) 
conditions in n unknowns is about 1025. Determinantal-style calculations 
were likely known by the time of the compilation of the Nine Chapters. This 
is earlier by far than the corresponding calculations of Leibniz and Seki 
Takakazu. Yet, Hart does not discuss the essential differences between the 
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Chinese case study and (for example) Leibniz’s achievements. Leibniz 
really studied systems of linear equations, invented a suitable subscript 
notation, created the notion of a new mathematical object (resultant or 
determinant), deduced general theorems on these new objects, discovered 
the general combinatorial law of formation, etc. There is nothing like that in 
the Chinese texts, not even equations, as Hart admits. In which ways can 
one speak of linear algebra in China in view of these facts? Hart neither 
raises this question nor replies to it. He considers and analyzes in an 
admirable way complicated algorithms, procedures that are essentially 
equivalent to the solution of systems of n linear equations in n unknowns 
in modern algebra. Does such an equivalence entitle us still to speak of 
linear algebra? And if yes, why? What is the tertium comparationis? This 
remark is not meant to be a criticism. It is a hint at a serious historio-
graphical, semantic problem whenever one compares different mathe-
matical cultures and practices. 
The central thesis of the book is that it was the visualization in two 
dimensions of problems with n conditions in n unknowns that led to the 
discovery of solutions (p. 180). Visualization is the key to understanding 
the fangcheng procedure, which is easily demonstrated on the counting 
board. Hart rightly emphasizes that we have to distinguish between mathe-
matical practices and written records of these practices translated into 
narrative form. 
This challenging, inspiring book that is full of most valuable, new histo-
rical insights ends with three useful appendices: an overview of linear 
algebra problems that are in some ways similar to those found in Chinese 
treatises, bibliographies of Chinese mathematical treatises, and outlines of 
proofs of some modern theorems of linear algebra. 
